
GLOBAL DIMENSION OF VALUATION RINGS

BY

B. L. OSOFSKYC)

1. Introduction.   Let F be a ring with identity 1. Let 3RR denote the category

of unital right F-modules. All modules will be in 9JtB.

Let Af e SJlB. A projective (injective) resolution of AÍ is an exact sequence:

(0s)->Pn->Pn-i-►->Po->M->0

((á)   o->M-^>Qo^^Qx^^----±->Qn--►•••)

where, for all i^O, F( is projective in 9MB (g¡ is injective in 9JlB). & (ä) has length

n if F¡ = 0 (ßi=0) for all i>n, otherwise it has length oo. The projective (injective)

dimension of M, written pd(Af ) (id(A7)) is defined by :

pd(A7) = inf{length & \ 3P a projective resolution of A/};

(id(Ai) = inf{length 2, \ 1 an injective resolution of Af}).

Then

pd(A/) = no (Va")[kernel i/„_i is projective],

(id(Af) = no (VJ)[image Sn is injective]).

The right global dimension of F, gl.d(F),-is given by

gl.d(F) = sup{pd(M) | MeWlB}.

The Global Dimension Theorem (Auslander [1]) enables one to look only at

dimensions of right ideals of F or of cyclic right F-modules, for

gl.d(F) = sup{pd(F/7) | 7 a right ideal of F}

= 0 or 1 + sup{pd(7) | 7 a right ideal of F}.

This global dimension, defined in terms of projective resolutions of modules,

turns out to be definable also in terms of injective resolutions, for we have

gl.d(F) = sup{id(A7) | M e 9JcB}.

(See [4, p. 111].) In general, there is no analogy to the Global Dimension Theorem

in terms of injective dimensions of cyclic modules or right ideals, although if F is
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right perfect we do get one (§3). If R is right noetherian, then the global dimension

of R is the supremum of the injective dimensions of cyclic modules. Moreover, if

every cyclic T?-module has injective dimension = 0, then T? is semisimple artinian,

so gl.d(T?)=0 (see Osofsky [13]).

However, if

sup{id(T?/T) 11 a right ideal of R} ̂  1

nothing whatsoever can be said about the global dimension of R. For, by a

theorem of Matlis [10], this property is true for maximally complete valuation

rings. In §2 we show that the global dimension of a valuation ring may be any

nonnegative integer or oo, depending only on the order type of the set of principal

ideals of R (hence the value group).

2. Global dimension of valuation rings. In this section, R will denote a valuation

ring. We take as our definition :

R is a valuation ring if and only if T? has no zero divisors, and the lattice of right

ideals of R is linearly ordered.

Remarks. (See Schilling [15], Chapter 1 as a general reference on valuation

rings.)

(i) Technically, we have defined "right valuation rings." R is a valuation ring

if and only if R is a domain and both the lattice of right ideals and the lattice of

left ideals are linearly ordered. (Many authors also require T? to be commutative.)

A twisted power series ring is a right valuation ring but not a valuation ring if

the twisting isomorphism is not onto. However, for convenience, we will drop the

term "right" from the phrases "right valuation ring" and "right ideal," even

though our theorems apply to a wider class of rings than valuation rings in the

accepted sense.

(ii) Every finitely generated ideal of T? is principal, and hence a free T?-module.

(iii) If x, ye R, then either x_1y or y'xx e R, where inverses are taken in the

field of quotients of the Ore domain R (see Ore [12]).

(iv) The set of nonunits of R form an ideal which will be denoted by J (for

Jacobson radical).

A basic tool in calculating the global dimension of R is :

Theorem (Kaplansky [8]). Let P be a projective module over a ring whose

nonunits form an ideal. Then P is free.

Corollary. Every projective right R-module is free.

Proof. Combine Kaplansky's theorem with remark (iv).

The remainder of our preliminary development will concern ordered sets, for

it is the linear ordering of the ideals of T? which tremendously simplifies the calcu-

lation of its global dimension.

Definition. If S and T are linearly ordered sets, we say that S is cofinal in F if
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there is an order-preserving one-to-one function <f>: S-> F such that for all teT,

there is an se S with t^fas). If FçF, we will assume <f> is the inclusion map.

We say that <j> embeds S cofinally in F.

We set the ordinal 0=0, and identify each ordinal with the set of those ordinals

less than it.

Definition. An ordinal a is called regular if it is infinite and no ordinal less than

a is cofinal in a.

Notation. For each ordinal a, let Qa denote the first ordinal of cardinality Xa.

For example, Q0 = u>, Qi=the first uncountable ordinal. Set Q_! = 1, where — 1

is considered less than any ordinal.

For any set A, let \A\ denote the cardinality of A.

Lemma 1. Let S be a linearly ordered set, and let a be the first ordinal of cardi-

nality \S\. Then there exists an ordinal ^a which is cofinal in S.

Proof. Let ifi:a->S be a one-to-one correspondence (ignoring order). Set

fa0) = fa0). Assume the order-preserving, one-to-one function <j> has been defined

for all ß < y e ct. If, for all s e S, there is a ß < y such that faß) ^ s, then <j> embeds

y cofinally in >S. If not, define

fay) = </<inf{8 < a | fa8) > oS(ß) for all ß < y}).

Clearly $ is order-preserving and one-to-one on the ordinal y+1.

If this process does not terminate because some ordinal y < a has been embedded

cofinally in S, then ifj'1faß<a} = A is a subset of a with |^4| = |a|. Since every

ordinal <a has smaller cardinality than this, the supremum of A must be a

(or a-1). Let s = faß)eS, and let ye A be such that ßgy<«. Then fay) = fa8)

for some 8<a. Since ß^y, faß) ̂  fay) by definition of «£(8); i.e., s^fa8). Thus <f>

embeds a cofinally in S.

Lemma 2. Any regular ordinal is of the form 0.afar some a. Q.a is a regular ordinal

o Xa is strictly greater than any sum of less than Xa sets, each of cardinality < Xa.

Ifa = 0orß+l, then Qa is regular.

Proof. The first statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. For the

second, see Sierpinski [16, p. 405], or Tarski [17, p. 69]. The third statement follows

from the second. The existence or nonexistence of regular ordinals of the form Qa

where a is a limit ordinal has not been shown.

Lemma 3. Let S be a linearly ordered set such that Qa is cofinal in S, where £2a

is a regular ordinal. IfTz S is cofinal in S, then \T\ ^ Xa.

Proof. Let <f> embed Qa cofinally in S. For each teT, let

fat) = inf{ß < Q„ | faß) > t}.

<jj is defined on all of F since cf> embeds the limit ordinal L\ cofinally in S. More-

over, \faT)\ g \T\. If |F| < Na, faT) cannot be cofinal in Üa by the regularity of L\.
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Then sup(faT)) < üa. But fas\ip(faT)))^fafat))>t for all te T. Hence F is not
cofinal in S.

For any set A, let í$(A) denote the set of all finite subsets of A.

Lemma 4. Let a be a regular ordinal > ü0, ß a limit ordinal < a. Let

A: 5(a) -+ 5(a).

Then there exists an initial segment S<=a such that

(a) ß is cofinal in S.

(b) A(F) £ S for all F e 5(5).

Proof. We use transfinite induction to construct a collection of initial segments

fay) of a for all y < ß such that

(i) fay) properly contains fa8) for all S < y.

(ii) If y-8+1, then fay)^A(F) for all Fe%(fa8)), and fay) has a largest
element.

(iii)  |<¿(y)|<|a|.

Set faO) = 0. Assume <f>(8) has been defined for all 8<y. If y is a limit ordinal,

set fay) = {Jó<yfa8)- Since a is regular, (iii) holds by Lemma 2. If 8<y, S + l<y

so (i) holds.

Ify = S + l, |<¿(8)|<|a| implies

i3KK8))i ^ î \m\m = *o\m\ < 14
m = l

Then |UF6gw») A(F)| S K0|5(<¿(S))| < M. ™

P = sup [«¿(8) u     (J     A(F)1 < a.
L .Fe5(0((S)) J

Set fay)={v^p+l}. Then (i), (ii), and (iii) clearly hold.

Set

s = U *(y).

5 is an initial segment of a since it is a union of initial segments. The map

y -*■ sup[<£(y+1)] embeds ß cofinally in S so (a) holds. If Fe 5(5), there is a y </?

such that F^fay). Then A(F)ç^(y+ U^s so (b) holds.

We now return to our valuation ring R. Let 7 be an ideal of R, and set

S = {xR\xe I}.

S is linearly ordered by inclusion. By Lemma 1, there exists an ordinal a and an

order preserving map ß^>xB such that T={x0R | /3<a}s5 is cofinal in S.

Let x el. Then there exists a ß<a such that x^R^xR, so Icj,ä<a xBR. Since

XgR^I, the reverse inclusion holds and

2 ***■
ß <a
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Also, for ß < y, xeR is properly contained in xyT?. Hence xZ xxs e J, the ideal of

nonunits.

Let Pn be the free T?-module generated by symbols

ißo, ßl,---,ßn) ßo  < ßl  <  • ■ ■  < ßn < «.

That is, Pn = I® (ßo, ßi, ■ ■ -,ßn)R- Set P.X=I.

Deñnedn:Pn^Pn-xby

doißo) = xBo,

dnißo, ..;ßn)=2i- l)Wo- • • -, P*n-i, ■ • •, ßn) + i~ Wl, - • •, A)*íV*ío

where ßn_t means omit /3„_(.

Our definitions of Fn and dn look much like the standard combinatorial topology

definitions of an abstract complex and boundary operator. Indeed, topological

techniques carry over exactly to show:

Lemma 5.

(?)->pn->pn_1-►->p0-*/-^0

is a projective resolution of I.

Proof, (i) 3* is a complex.

d0dx(ßQ,ßx) = d0(ß0-ß^xgj = xßo-xßlXß}Xß0 = 0.

For n> 1,
-n-l

dn-ldjßo,- ■ -,ßn) = ¿n-l 2_(-Wo,--.,^.-.,w

= 0

+ 2 i-iy-'ißo.Äi-*...,äi--i,....w

i=0

n-l ri-1

2 (-i)'2
i = o L/=o

n-l

/ = i + l

n-2

+(-i)n-12 (-Wi.i5»-.w^o
i = 0

+ (-l)»"1(-l)»-1(j8a,...,/SIJxíV*Í0 02  ~0O

+ (-1)« V (- l)'03i,..., K-i, - • •. «xj/x, ¿0
i = 0

+ (- 1)"(-l)""1^,..., ßuxÜXilxÜxt9.
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We observe that every term occurs twice with coefficients differing only by sign.

Hence dn-xdn=0.

(ii) 01 is exact.

a8 is exact at 7 since 7=2«<« xsR.

Let 2™=i (Ao, ■ ■ •, ßi.n)^ e Fn for n^O, and let ß be greater than /?,,„ for all i.

If n= -1, let re xÄF. Define

[m -i m

2 OU • • • > A>< * ß = 2 (A.o, • • •, A.„, ß)/-f,
(=1 J ¡ = 1

r*ß = (ß)x;h.

Then *ß is a monomorphism from 2í»<í (A>> - - -, ßJF->Fn + 1 (or xßR->P0).

We observe that

^ + l[(ß0, ■ • -, ß„) *ß] = (ß0, - - -, ßn)~[dn(ßo, - .;ßn)]*ß

for alln^O.

Now let /> = 2r=i(ßi.o, •■ -,ßi,n)ri^ kernel í/n, and let ß = max{ßi>n | l^i^m}.

Then /> =p' +p" * ß where p' e 2í„<í (A, • • •, ßn)F and p" ePn_x- Then

p-dn + x(p'*ß)=p'+p"*ß-[p'-(dn(p')) *ß]

= (p" + dn(p'))*ß.

Since â" is a complex, dn(p—dn+1(p' * ß))=0 so

(y+4(7»')) - K - !fy+4.0»'))] * ß = o  if « > o,

V¿"1(F" + 4(7'')) = 0   if n = 0.

If n = 0, />" +«?„(//)=0 smce ***« * = 1 •

If n>0, distinct n-tuples in Fn_j are independent, and no n-tuple in p" + dn(p')

involves ß, so p" + dn(p')=0. Hence p = dn+1(p' * ß). Note that it was not necessary

to involve new ordinals in the element whose boundary isp; all occur in p.

We now have the projective resolution & of 7 which we can use to calculate the

projective dimension of 7.

We note :

(i) pd(7) ^n+1 o kernel dm = image dm+1 is projective for all m^n. (See [4, p.

110].)

(ii) If y is cofinal in a, then y is cofinal in S and we may use it, rather than a, to

calculate pd(7).

(iii) Let y < ün for n £ a). If n > 0, by Lemma 1, some ordinal 5= ü„ _ i is cofinal

in y. If n=0, Q_! is cofinal in y.

(iv) Í2n is cofinal in S if and only if 7 has a generating set consisting of Xn

elements, and no set of fewer elements generates 7.

Lemma 6. Í2_x is cofinal in S o pd(7) = 0.
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Proof. pd(7) = 0 o 7 is projective o I has a free basis containing an element y

o for some y, no xeR properly contains yR o I is principal o 1 = Q, _ j is cofinal

in 5.

Lemma 7. Let n ^ 0. Assume for all y < a, £?n(2in < ? (ft, ■ ■ • > ft)-^) 'J projective.

Then dn + x(Pn +1) is projective.

Proof. We define, for each y < a, a set Fy such that :

(a) For ß<y,Te^Ty.

(b) Fy is a free basis for dn+x[ZSn&l£y (j30,..., ßn+x)R].

Set F0 = 0. Assume F^ has been defined for all ß<y. By hypothesis,

dn[J,gn <, (ßo,..., ft)TÎ] is projective. By the corollary to Kaplansky's theorem,

it has a free basis, say {í/n/»¡ | p{ e 2in<y (ß0, ■■■, ßn)R}- Set

Tr = U ^u{¿n+i(/»i*y)}-
0<r

Clearly (a) holds.

Let 2?=i tjSj+2^1 dn+x(pth * y)rh=0, where {r,}£(Ji<r Tt>- Then

2   (¿"(Fi J * Y>h = 0,
n = l

since these are the only («+l)-tuples involving y. Thus 1lh=iidnÍPih))rii=0, and

by the independence of {dn(pj)}, rh=0 for all h, l^h^k. Since {t¡ \ 1 ̂ j^m} is

finite, there is a ß < y such that {tj} £ F„. Since TB consists of independent elements,

Sj=0 for all 1 ̂ j^m. Hence Tr consists of independent elements.

Let p e í/n+i[2í„+1sy (ft, • ■ -, ßn + i)R]- Then p=dn+x(q * y) for some

qe 2 (ßo,...,ßn)R.
0n<V

Since {¿„(Fi)} spans <Tn[2,jn<y (ft, • • -,ßn)R], dn(q) = 2h=i dn(pih)rh. Then

k

t = p- y [dn+iipth * y)K = q-[dniq)] * y
»i=i

k k k

- 2 p*nrn+ 2 K(/»ihK] * y = 9-2 p*^
»1 = 1 ft=l )i=l

is in í/n+i[2/¡„+iSí¡ (ft» • • -,ßn+i)R] for some ß<y. Then t is a sum of elements in

Tß, and Fy spans ¿n + iŒ/î„+1sr(ft» • • -,ßn+i)R). Thus (b) holds.

Set

F = (J Tr
y<a

Since any finite set of elements in dn+x(Pn+x) is in dn+x(Zßn+lSy(ßo,..., ßn)R)

for some y<a, and Fr is a free basis for this set, T must be a free basis for dn+x(Pn+x),

which is therefore projective.

Lemma 8. Let y<a, n = l. Then dn[2,gn<y (ß0,.. .,ßn)R] is a direct summand

ofdn(Pn).
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Proof. Let p e dn(Pn). Then

P = dn(px*y) + dn(p2*ß)

where px is the sum of those terms in p with last coordinate < y, and each n — 1

tuple in p2 ends with an ordinal ^ y. Consider the map

*:p-+dJip1*y).

it is a composition of three F-homomorphisms—a projection in Pn-x followed

by *y followed by dn. Thus tt is an F-homomorphism. Moreover, tt2=tt, so n is a

projection onto

range tt = W J (A,, • • •, ßn)R\.
\Bnér )

Then

dn(Pn) = dj 2 (ßo, • • •, ßn)F\ © kernel tt.
\/3n§y /

Lemma 9. Let n^ 1, and assume dn(Pn) is projective. If, for y<a,

dn(2 (ßo,-..,ßn)F\
\Bn<v J

is a direct summand of dn(Pn), then dn _ i(2í„ _ i < y (ßo, • • ■, ßn - i)F) is projective.

Proof. Let

dn(Pn) = dn(2 (ß0,...,ßn)R\@M,
\ín<r /

and let 7t be the projection of Lemma 8. Then

range tt = dJ 2 (ßo, ■ • •,ßn)R\ ®Mn range tt
V„<y /

and M n range tt is a direct summand of a projective module; hence projective.

By the corollary to Kaplansky's theorem, it has a free basis. Such a basis must be

of the form {dn(p{ *y) | /?,£ 2fln_1<r (ß0, • • -, &-i)F}. We claim {dn.x(pd} is a

free basis for ¿n-i(2/i„-i<y (ßo, ■ •., ß„-i)F).

Let2Li4-i(FiftK=0. Then

k k

2 ¿»fo» * v)r*= 2
h = l h=l Ui=l

IV IV A.

2 ¿»(p* * y)r"= 2 ¿v*~ 2 4i-iCp«»k * y e 2 (5<>,..., wf n m = o.

By the independence of {dn(pt * y)}, rft=0 for all n, l^náA:. Thus {dn-x(Pt)} is

independent.

Letge2/,B_I<r(a0,...,ßn_1)F. Then

dn(q * y) g image tt = 4/ 2 (ßo, • • •, ß„)^ + image tt n Af.
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Hence dn(q *y)=qx + dn(q2 * y) where qx e dn(2e„ <, (ft, • • ■, ßn)R) and dn(q2 *y)eM.

dniq * y)=q-idn-iiq)) * 7=qi+q2-idn-iiq2)) * y so dn_x(q)=dn.x(q2).

Since {dn(pi*y)} spans image tt n M,

k

q2~ K-i(?2)] * y = dn(q2 * y) = 2 dnÍPih * yK
h=l

k r   k

=   2 ¿V"~~    2 dn-iiPjrh   *Y,
h=l lh=l

so í/„-i(í) = </„-1(?2) = I)Í=i dn-x(pih)rh, and {¿„_!(/»,)} spans

¿n-ií   2   (ft,--.,ft-i)4
L«n - 1 < y J

Theorem A. For «^ — 1, pd(7)=«+1 if and only if Q„ is cofinal in

S = {xR\xe I}.

Proof. We use induction on n. The basis of this induction is Lemma 6. Now

assume the theorem is true for all k ^ n.

If Qn + 1 is cofinal in S, we may take a = Qn+1 in the construction of 3P. Then

for all y<a, pd(2/s<yxBR)^n + l by the induction hypothesis, since Lemma 1

implies that some ordinal of the form Clk for /c = n is cofinal in y. Then

¿n+i[2/sn+1<y(ft, ■■•,ßn+i)R] w projective by remark (i) preceding Lemma 6.

Hence dn+2(Pn + 2) is projective by Lemma 7, so pd(T)^n + 2. By Lemma 2, Qn+1

is regular so, for k ^ n, Q.k cannot be cofinal in S by Lemma 3. By the induction

hypothesis, pd(7)>w+l. Hence pd(T)=« + 2.

Now let pd(T) = n + 2, and let a be the smallest ordinal cofinal in S. Then a is

regular. By the induction hypothesis and Lemma 2, a>Qn. Assume a>£2„ + 1.

Let {ji | i £ J} be a free basis for image dn+2. Such a basis exists by the corollary

to Kaplansky's theorem. Let Fe 5(a). For ft<ft< • ■ • <ft + 2, {ft}^F, let

<Wft, - - -, ft + 2) = Zr=i Wf. Define A({j8, | 0^7^« + 2})={8<a | for some i, j»,

has nonzero projection on an n+2 tuple in which the ordinal S appears},

A(F) = (J A({ft}).

Then A(F) is finite.

By Lemma 4, there is an ordinal y<a such that Qn+1 is cofinal in y and

A:5(y)->5(y). Then

d„ + 2iPn + 2)  = dn + 2(     2       ißo,---,ßn + 2)R)®z]y*R>

where the latter sum is taken over all yt involving a coordinate £ y. By Lemma 9,

dn+iiIßn^<rißo, ■ ■ -,ßn + i)R) is projective, so pd(2d<yyö-R)an+L By the in-

duction hypothesis, there is a k S n such that £2fc is cofinal in y, contradicting Lemma

3. Hence a = i2n+1.
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Corollary 1. 7/|{xF | xeF}| = Xn, then gl.d(F)^n+2.

Proof. Lemma 1 implies that, for any ideal 7, there is an ordinal a = L\, a ^ Qn,

such that a is cofinal in the set of principal subideals of 7. By Theorem A, pd(7)

^n+1. By the Global Dimension Theorem, gl.d(F)^n+2.

We note that nothing further can be said, even in the case that n=0, for a

discrete, rank one valuation ring has global dimension 1 ; a discrete, rank 2 valua-

tion ring has global dimension 2.

Corollary 2. Let n be any nonnegative integer orco. Then there exists a valuation

ring with global dimension n.

Proof. If n=0, any field will do. If n= 1, any discrete, rank one valuation ring

will do. Now assume 2^n<oo. Let Y be the additive group of all step functions

from Qn_2 to Z=the additive group of integers; that is, fe Y o there exist

0=y0<yi< • • • <ym<ym+i = ^n-2 such that

/(y) = f(yù for all y such that y, á y < yt+i.

Then   |r| = |{{y, | 1 = i=m«x>}<=Q.n_2}\,   |Z|=Xn_2N0 = Xn_2.   Order Y lexico-

graphically. For y < Qn_2, let e(y) e Y be the characteristic function of

{ß | y = ß < L\_2}.

Let F be the ring of all power series in a symbol "A"' with exponents well

ordered sequences in Y. (See Schilling [15, p. 23].) Then F is a valuation ring,

and its set of principal ideals is order isomorphic to upper cuts in Y+. By Corollary

1, gl.d(R)ún. By Theorem A, pd(2y<n„_2 XeMR) = n-l. Hence gl.d(R)^n. We

conclude gl.d (R) = n.

If n=oo, consider the ordered group of step functions from L\, + 1 to Z and pro-

ceed as above. Then, by Theorem A, pd(2v<nm+1 XeMR)=ao since Qn is not

cofinal in nffl+1 for any n<w. Thus gl.d(F)=oo.

Lemma 10 (Matlis [10, p. 60]). Let R be a (commutative) valuation ring with

quotient field Q. Then R is almost maximal if and only if Q/R is an injective R-

module. In this case, Q\I is an indecomposable, injective R-module for every ideal

lofR.

Corollary 3. Let l^n^co. Then there exists a valuation ring R such that

sup{id(7) | 7 a right ideal of R] = sup{id(F/7) | 7 a right ideal of F}=1, anc7

gl.d (F) = n.

Proof. Assume F is almost maximal. Then, for any ideal 7 of F,

0->7->ß^ß/7->0   (0^R/I^QII->QIR^0)

is an injective resolution of 7 (F/7) by Lemma 10. Hence id(7)=l (=id(F/7)) if

7^0 (7/F). The rings constructed in Corollary 2 were maximal, hence almost
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maximal, for n è 2. Hence the ring F may have any global dimension, even though

the supremum of the global dimensions of its cyclic modules and of its ideals ^ 1.

In the proof of Theorem A, we need only the following conditions on F and 7:

(i) Every projective F-module is free.

(ii) For all ie I, re R, ir=0 o i=0 or r=0.

(iii) I=\Jg<a xBR, where xBR^>xyR for all ß>y.

Thus Theorem A is true for any ring F and module 7 having these properties.

In particular, if F is a two-sided valuation ring, Theorem A applies to any fractional

ideal (F-submodule) of the quotient field Q of R. Then pd(ßB)^n+l <s> QR is

generated by some set of cardinality ^ Xn. For the case n = 0, this was noted by

Kaplansky. (See Matlis [11, p. 386].) In [9], Kaplansky shows that any commutative

domain with a unique maximal ideal has pd(g)^ 1 o Q is countably generated.

It would be interesting to know what modifications of Kaplansky's hypotheses

imply pd(ß)^n + l o Q is Xn-generated.

3. Global dimension of right perfect rings. By Corollary 3 to Theorem A, one

cannot generalize the Global Dimension Theorem to a statement about injective

dimensions of ideals or cyclics for an arbitrary ring R. However, if F is right

perfect, it is possible to prove an injective global dimension theorem.

Definition. We say that a module Af is F-projective for F 6 5DlB if for

every exact sequence p: B -*■ C -* 0, and every fe HomB (Af, C), there is a

g e HomB (Af, B) such that pg =fi

Definition. A ring F is right perfect if every right F-module has a projective

cover. (See Bass [2].)

Theorem (Sandomierski). Let M' -> M ->0 be a projective cover of MefflR.

If M is Brprojective for all Bu i e J, then M is 2¡e^ Bcprojective.

Proof. This is a combination of Theorems 4.4 and 4.1 in Sandomierski [14].

Corollary. If R is right perfect, then M e WB is R-projective if and only if M

is projective.

Proof. If Af is projective, then it is F-projective for all B e 9JlB.

Now assume Af is F-projective. Since Af has a projective cover, by Sandomierski's

theorem, Af is F-projective for any free module F. Since there exists a free module

F and an epimorphism p: F-+M, there is a map tt: Af->F such that ptr=lM,

the identity map of M. Then Af is a direct summand of F and so projective.

Thus, for right perfect rings R, RR is a test module for projectivity. We now

parallel the steps used to prove the Global Dimension Theorem, using injective,

rather than projective dimension, and dualizing other notions.

Lemma 11. The following conditions are equivalent for the right perfect ring R:

(i) F is a projective R-module.

(ii) Ext1 (F, l)=0far all right ideals I of R.
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Proof, (i) => (ii) is well known. (See for example, Jans [7, p. 45].)

(ii) => (i). The exact sequence 0 -> 7 -> T? -> R/I -* 0 induces an exact sequence

0 -* Hom„ (P, I) -*■ HomB (P, R) -+ HomB (P, R/I) -> Ext1 (P, I) -*■ • • ■.

If, for all 7, Ext1 (P, I) = 0, this states that F is Ti-projective. By the corollary to

Sandomierski's theorem, F is projective.

Lemma 12. The following are equivalent for the right perfect ring R and M e 2JcB:

(i) pd(M)^n.

(ii) Extn+1 (AT, I)=0for all right ideals I.

Proof, (i) => (ii). Extn+1 (M,  ) = 0 is well known. (See Jans [7, p. 48].)

(ii) => (i). If a2 is a projective resolution for M, then for any module TV,

Extn+1 (M, TV) x Ext1 (image dn, TV). (See [7, p. 47].) Then, for all right ideals 7,

Extn + 1 (M, 7)=0 o Ext1 (image dn, 7)=0 o image dn is projective o pd(M)^/j.

Lemma 13. Lei R be a right perfect ring with Jacobson radical J. Then

gl.d(R) = id(T*/7).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Eilenberg [5, Theorem 12].

Theorem B. Let Rbe a right perfect ring. Then

sup{id(7) 11 a right ideal of R} = gl.d(T?) = sup{id(T?/7) | 7 a right ideal of R}.

Proof. By Lemma 13, the second equality holds.

Let sup{id(7) | 7 a right ideal of R}=n. If «=co, we are done. If not, for every 7,

Extn+1( ,7) is the zero functor. By Lemma 12, for every MeWg, pd(M)^n,

so gl.d(T?)^n. Clearly gl.d(T?)^w, so gl.d(Tf)=«.

We note that, for M e TlB, the exact sequence

0-+J-+R-+R/J-+0

induces an exact sequence

-► Extm (M, J) -*■ Extm (M, R) -*■ Extm (M, R/J) -* Extm + x (M, J) -> • • •.

If gl.d(T?) = n<oo, by Lemma 13 there exists an M such that Extn (M, T?/7)#0.

Since Extn+1 (M,7)=0, Extn(M, 7i)/0, so id(R)^n. Then id(T?)=«.

Although RB need not be a test module for projectivity for Noetherian rings,

we can prove a global dimension theorem for Noetherian rings comparable to

Theorem B.

Lemma 14. For any ring R, sup{id(T?/7) | I a right ideal} —sup{id(M) \ M is a

finitely generated right R-module}.

Proof. We use induction on the number of generators of M. Let sup{id(R/l)}=n.

If n=oo, we are done. Hence assume «<oo. If M is generated by 1 element, then
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Af is isomorphic to F/7 for some right ideal 7, so id(Af)^n. Now assume that Af

generated by k elements implies id(A/)^n. Let Af' = 2f=i1 *|F. The sequence

k

0^-N = 2 xiR^-M^xk + 1Rlxk + 1Rr\N = P^-0
i=i

is exact and induces an exact sequence

-► Extn + 1 (A, N) -> Extn+1 (A, M) -> Extn+1 (A,?)-*--

for all AemB. Extn + 1( ,7V)=0 by the induction hypothesis, Extn+1( ,F)=0

since F is cyclic. Hence Extn+1 ( , Ai)=0, so id(Af)^n. Thus sup{id(Af) | M is

finitely generated} g n.

The reverse inequality is obvious, so the lemma follows.

Lemma 15. If R is right Noetherian, then a direct limit of modules of injective

dimension ^ n has injective dimension ^ n.

Proof. See Bass [3, p. 19].

Lemma 16. If R is right Noetherian, and ifid(R) and the finitistic injective dimen-

sion of R are both finite, then they are equal.

Proof. See Bass [3, p. 24].

Theorem C. If R is right Noetherian, then sup{id(F/7) | 7 a right ideal of R}

= gl.d(F) = sup{id(7) | I a right ideal of R}.

Proof. Let sup{id(F/7)} = n. By Lemma 14, n = sup{id(Af) | Af is finitely gener-

ated}. Since any module is the direct limit of its finitely generated submodules,

by Lemma 15, id(Af)^n for any module AF Hence gl.d(F)^n. Clearly gl.d(F)^n,

so gl.d (R) = n.

If gl.d(F)<co, by Lemma 16, gl.d(F)=id(F)^sup{id(7) | 7 a right ideal of F}

since F is a right ideal of itself. Since the reverse inequality is clear, gl.d(F)

= sup{id(7) | 7 a right ideal of R}.

If gl.d (F)=oo, and sup{id(7) | 7 a right ideal of R} = m is finite, the exact sequence

0 -> 7-> F -* F/7-* 0 involves two modules, 7 and F, of injective dimension ¿m.

Hence id (F/7) ^ m +1 by the induced exact sequence of Ext. But, by the first part of

the theorem, this implies gl.d(R)^m+l, a contradiction. Thus

gl.d(F) = sup{id(7) | 7 a right ideal of F} = oo.
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